Where to Study Food Science?

Key

School name: A land grant school is most likely to be a place to work on a degree in food science. This means schools such as Iowa State, Oklahoma State, Purdue, and Cornell.

Degree hours: How many hours are needed to complete this degree? Usually, 124 hours is required with degree plans today.

Tuition: This can be recorded per semester hour or stated as amount for a full load (~16 hrs). This will vary by state and also depends on whether the university is state-funded or private.

Degree name: What is the name of the degree? Examples: Bachelor of Science in Food Science; Bachelor of Science in Agriculture with emphasis in Food Science

Admission requirements: What do various universities require for admission? A high school diploma or GED? Certain SAT or ACT score? A certain ranking in the high school class?

Additional information: What other requirements are needed for admission? State residency? A statement of professional goals? They could also state the location of the school or the fact that online classes are offered.